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Trust is Not a Virtue: Why We
Should Not Trust Trust
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FEATURE AT A GLANCE:
There is currently significant
research and industry interest in
engineering machines and algo-
rithms that humans will trust.
This is justified as a means for
facilitating the adoption of de-
veloping technology. However,
there aremany problemswith trust
that directly relate to its episte-
mological validity, usefulness,
ethical implications, and potential
for human disempowerment. This
article explores trust from
this perspective in the hopes of
encouraging the human factors
engineering community to de-
emphasize trust as an end goal and
replace it with more objective
measures and good human
factors engineering practices.
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At the time of writing, there is intense
interest in human-machine trust,
especially for systems where critical

decisions and behaviors could be assumed by
highly-automated, artificial intelligence (AI),
machine learning (ML), or autonomous
systems. There appear to be two primary
reasons for this. The first is the human factors
perspective (Bainbridge, 1983; Lee & See,
2004; Parasuraman & Riley, 1997): that over
and under trust can cause people to,
respectively, not use automation when it
would be beneficial or use it when it is
inappropriate. Thus, the human factors
perspective advocates for calibrated trust:
trust that encourages people to use a system
only when it is appropriate. The other
motivation appears to come from a more
administrative and technology advancement
perspective. From this viewpoint, human
trust is seen as a major barrier to the
acceptance and adoption of new technologies
(see evidence of this mindset in Table 1). As
a result of both perspectives, significant effort
is attempting to determine what trust is, how
it can be measured, how it can be modeled,
and how it can be predicted (both
individually and in aggregate) for different
human-machine contexts (see Meyer & Lee,
2013 for a historical perspective).

Trust is a psychological concept. Thus,
any measurement of trust puts it into the
realm of psychometrics. This inherently
makes trust measurement and modeling
controversial. There is an ongoing debate
about the validity of psychometric meas-
ures: whether they are real or merely
artificial/folk constructs (Annett, 2002;
Dekker & Hollnagel, 2004; Dekker & Nyce,
2015); whether they converge with ob-
jective measures (Dekker & Nyce, 2015;
Matthews et al., 2020); and whether they
satisfy the requirements for cardinal levels

of measurement (Bolton et al. n.d.-a, n.d.-b;
Wei et al., 2019, 2020).

Despite this controversy, subjective
measures of trust appear to be reliable and (at
least across a population, not for all in-
dividuals) produce interval-level data (Wei
et al., 2019, 2020). This means that as an
engineering measure, trust can be used with
some consistency (enough to allow for
modeling; e.g., Lee & Moray, 1992) and (in
most situations) produce numbers compat-
ible with parametric statistics (Wei et al.,
2020). While the “folkiness” of the models
does not invalidate trust (Parasuraman et al.,
2008), there are deeper issues with it that
belie not only its usefulness, but its ethic. In
this paper, I examine trust from several
perspectives to, hopefully, provide a con-
vincing case that trust is not to be trusted.

TRUST IS NOT USEFUL

Trust is Difficult to Define and
Highly Contextual

Any discussion around trust usually
produces debates about what trust is and how
to define it. To this end, trust can be defined
as anything ranging from a belief, to an
expectation, to an attitude, to an intention, to
a behavior, and to a personality trait (see Cho
et al., 2015; James Jr., 2002; Lee & See, 2004;
Rousseau et al., 1998). Further complicating
the matter is that the dominant definitions
vary based on who or what is being trusted.
This means there are separate definitions for
human-machine trust, interpersonal trust,
institutional trust, social trust, economic
trust, epistemic trust, and organizational trust
(there are likely more). It is fatuous to say
that these concepts are distinct from one
another. For example, human-machine trust
will inherently be impacted by trust the
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person has for the institutions that built the machines and
potential economic impacts associated with use (and vice-
versa). Thus, you cannot say (for example) that institutional
trust is an intention (Rousseau et al., 1998) while human-
machine trust is an attitude (Lee & See, 2004) and that any
associated economic trust is an expectation (James Jr., 2002).

This surplus of definitions, contexts, and inter-
dependencies fails to add clarity. The effect of this can be seen
in the large number of recent review articles that attempt to
make sense of trust (Braga et al., 2018; Cho et al., 2015; Gebru
et al., 2022; Hancock et al., 2011; Hoff & Bashir, 2015; Israelsen
& Ahmed, 2019; Meyer & Lee, 2013; Schaefer et al., 2016;
Shahrdar et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2022; this is not an ex-
haustive list). Reducing the study of trust to one definition may
allow for some consistency between studies and communities.
However, doing so is a quintessential example of what
Dekker and Nyce (2015) call “ontological alchemy:” defining
something based on how it is measured or modeled instead of
what it actually is (which is not real, at least materially).

How real or well-defined trust is will be less of an issue if
its measures and models are useful. As the following sections
show, trust’s usefulness is highly questionable.

Trust is Not Selective or Diagnostic

If a measure or concept is to be useful in engineering, it
should (among other things) be selective and diagnostic
(Eignor, 2013).

Selectivity refers to the ability of a measure to be sensitive
to the quality being measured, but not other qualities (Eignor,
2013). As the abundance of definitions for trust suggests, it is
not clear what a measure of trust is capturing. Trust is also

highly related to other similar concepts; particularly perceived
risk (human interpretation of the probability and consequence
of actions), confidence (the assessed capabilities and com-
petencies of the entity being engaged with), and cooperation
(how well something works with you to accomplish tasks)
(Chancey, et al., 2017; T. Earle & Siegrist, 2008; T. C. Earle,
2010; Hoff & Bashir, 2015; Lyons & Stokes, 2012; Siegrist,
2021). The literature is filled with contradictory models, in-
terpretations, and definitions that attempt to determine
whether these concepts are distinct and if/how they influence
each other. For example, in human factors, perceived risk is
regarded as being upstream, and important to, trust for-
mation (e.g., Chancey et al., 2017; Hoff & Bashir, 2015; Lee &
See, 2004; Lyons & Stokes, 2012; Mayer et al., 1995). Con-
versely, the financial and risk management communities
(who have also done extensive analyses on the subject) regard
trust as being a predictor of (input to) perceived risk (see
reviews in Earle, 2010; Siegrist, 2021) or a wholly in-
dependent phenomenon (Delbufalo, 2015). This situation
inherently means trust measurement lacks selectivity: if the
subtleties between these concepts are difficult for researchers
to pull apart, they will be confounded when measuring or
modeling normal people who will bring their own definitions
to bear.

Diagnosticity relates to the ability of a measure to explain
changes in the measured phenomena. Here too, trust falls flat.
This is due to the many dimensions that are critical to trust.
Table 2 lists 84 factors researchers have systematically
identified. That workload is included, a phenomena with at
least seven dimensions (Hart & Staveland, 1988), means that at
least seven more items could be added. Culling may be able
to distill these items into their critical components. However,

Table 1. Examples of Funding Agencies, Government Organizations, and Private Interests Discussing the Importance of Trust in
Technology Adoption.

Motivation for research and standards: “Increasing trust in AI technologies is a key element in accelerating their adoption for
economic growth and future innovations that can benefit society.” (National Science Foundation, National Institute of Food and
Agriculture, Department of Homeland Security, Science & Technology Directorate, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration, & U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 2020; National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2019, p. 8)

Concerning examples of fundable projects: “Some examples of AI-driven solutions are provided below...Decision tools formarkets
and value chains that explicitly build trust through producer and consumer-oriented methods such as modeling of cooperative
market-making and peer-to-peer input and feedback.” (National Science Foundation, Department of Homeland Security,
Science & Technology Directorate, et al., 2020)

Concerning a new artificial intelligence initiative for the Department of Defense (DOD): “DOD’s operators must come to trust the
outputs of AI systems” (Cronk, June 22, 2021)

The former CEO of Google discussing the use of machine learning in the DOD: “DoD does not have an innovation problem; it has an
innovation adoption problem.” (Schmidt, April 2018, p.1)

Results of the National Telecommunications and information Administration’s July 2015 current population Survey’s computer
and Internet use Supplement concludes that “lack of trust in internet privacy and security may deter economic and other online
activities” (Goldberg, May 13, 2016)

On establishing guidelines for AI in aviation safety: “trust is considered to be essential and critical to the general acceptability of
the AI-based systems.” (European Union Aviation Safety Agency, 2021, p. 50)
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various researchers have attempted this and discovered dif-
ferent lists (e.g., Hancock et al., 2011; Hoff & Bashir, 2015;
Jian et al., 2000). Even active trust researchers (e.g. Yang et al.,
2021) acknowledge that there are more than two dozen dis-
tinct factors. All of this means that there are too many factors
influencing trust for it to be usefully diagnostic.

Trust Is Not Predictive

Another way that a concept can be useful is if it is
predictive of human behavior. Unless you define trust as
a behavior (the quintessential manifestation of ontological
alchemy), here too, trust is deficient. An increase in trust
does not indicate whether people will use something. Rather,
it shows that they may be more likely to do so in certain
situations. This is common knowledge in the trust com-
munity with even Lee and See (2004, p. 76) saying that “trust
influences reliance on automation; however, it does not
determine reliance.” There are many situations where
people may trust something and choose to act divergently:
they do not think the task the trusted agent would do needs to
be done; they think they can do better than the (good/
trusted) agent; they are bored and want to do the task
manually; or they enjoy doing the task. There are also many
contexts where people might rely on a system or agent that
they do not trust: they are compelled to by an authority or
social pressures; the people use the agent but monitor it
extremely closely to detect any potential failures; the sit-
uation requires use of the agent due to task demands or
environmental constraints (e.g., “I do not trust the autopilot,
but I have to land this aircraft and I can’t see the terrain”);
the people are lazy (do not want to perform the tasks
manually) or have become apathetic. The point is, knowing
whether and/or howmuch somebody trusts something does
not inherently provide useful information.

This is in stark contrast with compliance (whether the
human performs actions recommend by the automation)
and reliance (stopping action performance when the au-
tomation indicates it is unnecessary; Meyer, 2004). Both
concepts describe behaviors that can be examined objec-
tively (Vashitz et al., 2009) without the de-precisiation
inherent to trust.

If we return to the big picture: the reason for focusing on
trust is to get people to use technology or (from the human
factors perspective) to get them to use it only when it is
appropriate. Use of technology is compliance and reliance
behavior. Since trust is a difficult-to-define, subjective concept
with selectivity and diagnosticity problems, there is no reason
to examine it over objective compliance and reliance: the
precise things we are trying to understand and design for. In
fact, working with reliance and compliance can be more in-
formative than looking at trust. This is because they account
for situations (like those enumerated previously) where peo-
ple’s behavior can be influenced by factors beyond trust.

THE ETHIC OF TRUST

Trust Is Not Inherently Humanistic

Unlike other subjective concepts in the human factors
toolbox, trust is not inherently humanistic. To illustrate this,
consider workload, usability, and situation awareness. Both
workload and usability relate to work or interaction qualities
that have direct implications for human experience: inter-
actions that are pleasing to people and help them achieve their
goals without unpleasantness and overload. Situation
awareness relates to the human’s ability to maintain accurate
knowledge and make predictions. Engineering around these
concepts will help people do their jobs, facilitate system and
workplace safety, improve human working conditions, and
grow an individual’s or team’s expertise. Trust, as a concept,
has no such claims to humanistic perspectives. If somebody
trusts something, this may have some impact on whether or
how the thing is used, but the use of the thing is not good or
bad. If the thing people are trusting should not have been
trusted in a work-, safety-, or financial-critical situation, this
could have profound negative implications for human well-
being. As such, trust can be quite problematic. Subsequent
sections develop this idea further.

Trust is Not a Virtue

As indicated previously, the human factors community
knows well that there are distinct dangers with both over and
under trust (Bainbridge, 1983). As such, we emphasize the
need for properly calibrated trust. This means that trust is
not a virtue, but something that only has value when it cor-
responds to the system’s trustworthiness. But this perspective
makes the science of trust kind of pointless. If we genuinely
want people to trust systems for the right reasons, we need to
provide them with honest, compelling evidence for why they
should do so. This means engineering the system to be
reliable (a.k.a “trustworthy”); it means making the automation
and/or autonomy transparent about its behavior and limi-
tations; it means making the system interfaces ecologically
valid; it means ensuring that designs and tasks are consistent
with human cognitive and physical constraints and capa-
bilities; and it means ensuring that the automation integrates
well into the humans’ tasks and workflows… This is just good
human factors engineering. Actual analysis of trust or explicit
consideration of it in design need not factor in.

When you have well-validated and/or objective measures
and methods for evaluating and designing for compliance,
reliance, transparency, user-centeredness, ecological-validity,
and human performance, you do not need concepts as ab-
struse and messy as trust.

As Table 2 shows, there are dimensions of trust not
captured by traditional human factors and reliability engi-
neering. These relate to emotional or affective responses that
people may have (e.g. attachment, faith, wariness) or
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Table 2. List of Factors that Impact Trust (Cho et al., 2015; Hoff & Bashir, 2015; Jian et al., 2000; Lee & See, 2004; Madsen &
Gregor, 2000).

Ability Interpersonal Competence

Accessibility Judgment (of truster)

Adoption (has the trustee been adopted) Level of control

Age (of truster) Loyalty

Altruism (does the trustee display it) Mood (of truster)

Appearance Motives

Attachment (of truster to trustee) Openness

Attentional capacity (of truster) Organizational setting

Attitudes/expectations (of truster) Persistence

Availability Personality traits (of truster)

Benefits offered Power (had by the trustee)

Benevolence Predictability

Business sense Reciprocation (does the trustee show it)

Communication style Relational capital

Competence Reliability (both general and context-specific)

Concern (does the trustee show it) Reputation of system and/or brand

Confidence Responsibility (does the trustee take it)

Confidentiality (does the trustee maintain it) Risk (associated with the operating environment)

Congeniality Security (how secure is the trustee)

Consistency Self-confidence (of truster)

Contract (is the trustee under one) Sincerity

Controllability Social capital

Cooperativeness Subject matter expertise (of truster)

Credit (how the trustee shares it) Suspicion (of truster)

Culture (of truster) System complexity (the complexity of the trustee)

Deception (does the trustee decieve) Tact (does the trusee display it)

Delegation Task difficulty (for tasks done by the truster with the trustee)

Dependability Timeliness

Difficulty of error (for the trustee) Timing of error (made by trustee)

Discreetness Transparency/feedback (does the trustee provide it)

Ease-of-use Type of error (made by the trustee)

Experience (of truster) Type of system (what the trustee is)

Expertise (does the trustee have it) Underhandedness (does the trustee display it)

(Continued)
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machine displays of unconventional affective and/or ethereal
qualities (e.g. concern, congeniality, loyalty, sincerity). Thus, it
may be possible to engineer trust without or beyond what is
achievable with traditional human factors. But this is the es-
sence of trust’s ethical problem. If technology cannot over-
come adoption limitations through objective performance
and honest communication with human users, then we move
into the realm of manipulation and coercion. That is, the
technology (or the designer or owner of the technology) is
asserting that it knows better than the person what they should
do. This is why trust is humanistically deficient compared to
other cognitive engineering concepts (i.e., workload, us-
ability, and situation awareness): it is a vector for removing
human autonomy, not enhancing it. There is also a contra-
diction here. Presumably, humans are part of a system be-
cause they bring experience, expertise, instincts, and creativity
that can be beneficial. If engineers manipulate people into
behaving the way they (or others) want, why include the
people at all?

We Should be Suspicious of Trust

Human factors engineers are not the primary drivers of
interest in trust. Technology companies, government agencies,
and researchers excited by the potential of autonomous and AI
systems are. Those working in these areas are rarely human
factors engineers and they are likely encountering the need to
account for human-automation interaction for the first time.
Critically, technologies they are advocating for (like those
using artificial neural nets), have significant human factors
problems due to their complexity, non-linearity, and ex-
plainability limitations (Biran & Cotton, 2017; Wang et al.,
2020). Most of the associated researchers are not familiar with
the intricacies of human-machine interaction nor are they
particularly interested in engineering things from

a humanistic perspective. They are concerned with advancing
their technology whether it has good human factors or not.
You can observe this sentiment when these interests em-
phasize the need for understanding machine trust in humans
(e.g., Air Force Research Laboratory, State University of New
York, IBM, NYSTEC, and National Security Innovation
Network, 2021; Llinas, 2022; Summit on trusted autonomy
research and technology: Agenda, 2022): a silly anthropo-
morphism of machines given that trust is inherently sub-
jective and thus impossible for a machine; adding trust to
machine behavior could only serve to make it less predictable
and less reliable; it also suggests an authoritarian relationship
of machines over people, one where the human must earn the
trust of a machine to gain its permission to do something. For
this set, I am not surprised they are concerned with trust:
they may not be able to engineer their systems to be reliable and
have good human factors (it may be impossible), but if they
can make people trust them anyway, then the technology will
still succeed. This naive emphasis on trust is wrongheaded, but
it is not nefarious. The same cannot be said for the next
consideration.

When con artists are trying to defraud somebody, they
will frequently do two things (Braucher & Orbach, 2015;
Levine, 2014; Orbach & Huang, 2018). First, they will create
situations that are complex. This makes it difficult for targets
to keep track of what is going on and thus disguises the true
nature of the scam. It also makes investigation and legal
enforcement difficult. Second, the con artists do everything
they can to get the target to trust them. Most AI and auton-
omous systems are complex and (literally) beyond the limits of
explainability. The business models of some of the biggest
companies that are interested in advancing human trust in AI
are based on extracting human data resource from the pop-
ulation, automating away skilled human labor (to save costs),
and transferring decision making away from individuals and

Table 2. (Continued)

Faith (of truster in trustee) Understandability

Familiarity (of trustee to truster) Understanding (of truster)

Fear (of truster towards trustee or situation) Usefulness

Feeling (of truster) Valence

Framing of task Validity

Gender (of truster) Value congruence (between truster and trustee)

Harmful or injurious outcomes (are they possible) Wariness (of truster)

Integrity Willingness to reduce uncertainty

Intentions Workload (of truster when interacting with trustee)

Unless otherwise specified in parentheses, all the above relate to the object of trust (the trustee). Cases representing properties of the agent doing the
trusting (the truster) and trustee-truster interactions are noted. Truster and trustee are used instead of human and machine (respectively) because
factors can describe inter-agent trust relationship beyond just human-machine ones.
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democratic processes and into automated systems. These
efforts serve to shift power from people and into the hands of
those that develop the agents, systems and algorithms they
want people to trust (Helbing et al., 2019). I think it is good for
people not to trust these companies or their technologies
because they are acting like con artists. Trust should be
earned and continually re-justified, not simply designed into
a system.

CONCLUSIONS

The discussion above shows that there is very little jus-
tification for the human factors or larger scientific community
to support research on trust. Trust is an imprecise folk concept
that is difficult to define. Trust is confounded with many
other similar concepts and formed from a surfeit of factors, this
means its representation (either as a measure or a model) lacks
both selectivity and diagnosticity. Trust is not predictive of
human behavior nor does its explicit consideration inherently
advance a humanistic perspective in engineered technology.
Finally, there is a dark side to trust. The focus on trust is
actually facilitating a dodge around good human factors en-
gineering and enabling human disenfranchising by giving
more control and power to non-democratic organizations.

It is important to note that I did not write this article to
criticize the research work that the human factors com-
munity has done on trust. I think our intentions have
generally been good and that we have put in an honest
effort to determine how real and to what extent trust can be
measured, modeled, and accounted for in engineering. That
said, research on human-machine trust has been going
since the 70s (Halpin et al., 1973; Sheridan & Ferrell, 1974).
That there are still so many fundamental problems should
make all of us seriously question it. We can only spend so
much effort trying to define the composition of invisible
fibers, their interactions in garment formation, or their
dynamics when the garments are worn in different en-
vironments, and fail to get cohesive results, before we ac-
knowledge that the emperor has no clothes.

Despite how good our community’s intentions may be,
developing the science of trust beyond what is achievable with
good reliability and human factors engineering will advance
the science of manipulation and coercion. The ability of
engineers to recognize and resist problematic developments is
fundamental to engineering ethics (National Society of
Professional Engineers, 2019). Thus, it is our moral and
professional responsibility to resist the ethical dilemmas trust
research enables. If human factors engineers insist on con-
tinuing to research trust, then a more ethical approach would
investigate how to prevent its emotional dimensions from
being a factor in technology adoption and use. This will help
ensure that human-machine interactions cannot be subject
to coercion and will push human factors engineering to
the fore. On this front, there are many opportunities for
improving system trustworthiness/reliability and human-

machine interaction that need not consider trust. By deem-
phasizing the importance of trust, we can focus more energy
on how to precisely examine and honestly designing the
relationships between humans and machines. We can also,
hopefully, stop debating the drab, pseudophilosophical issues
surrounding trust definition, measurement, and modeling;
sidestep the ethically wrought implications of trust; and move
forward creating more-reliable, humanistic technologies and
societies.
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